Global Power Management Company
Improving duty of care and reducing production downtime risks with threat monitoring and historical data

This industry-leading power management company helps solve difficult power problems with innovative and energy-efficient solutions. With more than 85,000 employees, the company is dedicated to providing reliable, safe and sustainable power to the businesses it serves around the world.

**Challenge**
This global power management company wanted to expand its risk management capabilities with proactive intelligence and actionable insights to better protect their people and operations. They sought a streamlined solution to reduce production disruption and its negative effects on revenue while isolating threats along their supply chain. Improving employee safety, minimizing liability and meeting duty of care obligations were crucial. Finally, they needed a solution that would enhance their ability to make strategic sourcing decisions based on geographical residual risks.

**Solution**
The company didn’t have to look far for a robust risk management solution. As an existing communications customer, they decided to add Risk Intelligence and Risk Insights to utilize the full OnSolve® Platform. Powered by AI and vetted by analysts, Risk Intelligence sifts through real-time critical event data to deliver targeted, actionable information. The company benefits from near real-time alerts about potential threats to its facilities, plants and supply chain, so they can respond faster and reduce the impact on operations, downtime and revenue. The historical threat data in Risk Insights enables data-driven decisions around capacity expansion and planning, acquisition due diligence and business intelligence development. The company now benefits from a unified platform to identify risks faster, make informed decisions, communicate quickly and reduce the time to recovery.

**Why They Chose OnSolve**
The company wanted a more streamlined and effective approach to proactive risk management. They value the unified platform which enables faster threat identification and communication as well as the ability to use historical risk data to proactively plan for future risk mitigation. Access to dedicated OnSolve support means they can maximize their investment. OnSolve was the best choice to meet their duty of care, reduce downtime and plan for long-term business continuity and operational resilience.

Read more use cases and customer stories at onsolve.com
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